ACME LIGHTING INSTALLED AT THE ZHUHAI TV STUDIO

A

CME LP-TS100 theatre spotlights were chosen for
the renovation project of the Zhuhai TV Studio in
March this year. The Zhuhai TV Studio was established
in April 2005, by a collaboration of the original Zhuhai
TV committee, the Zhuhai People’s Broadcasting, and
two other broadcasting institutions. Today, the Zhuhai
TV Studio has organized 32 programs, including “Zhuhai
News” and “Newsweek”.
ACME has a range of professional LED lighting solutions
for theatre and broadcasting. It is well known in China
and leads the market for its high colour rendering
properties and silent operation. After the project’s
completion, the ACME LP-TS100 fixtures have been
running frequently in programme filming and live

productions. ACME products meet the high requirements
of Zhuhai TV Studio, and the lights are approved and
praised by Zhuhai TV.
ACME LP-TS100 is an advanced product in the theatre/
broadcasting range. The excellent light performance
comes from a 100W high power LED module with CRI
95, and features a 12-40 degree motorized zoom,
0-100% smooth dimming and tuneable bracket. The
greatest advantage of the ACME LP-TS100 is its optimal
ventilation system, which eliminates the use of a fan,
and enables a silent operation. The product is a perfect
choice for any venue that requires high light quality and
a noise-free performance. For more information, please
visit www.acme.com.cn.

The Zhuhai TV Studio now has the ACME LP-TS100 theatre spotlights lighting up the studio and providing optimum lighting experience.

LASERWORLD ASIA PRESENTS THE PURE MICRO SERIES

T

he all-new Laserworld Pure Micro series sets new
standards in terms of high power lasers in extremely
small housings. These new units are equipped with the
very latest SwissLas diode technology and the extremely
advanced Xscan galvos, which are great for beam shows
as well as for graphics projections.
The enclosure has no airflow inside, so dust and
sand cannot get into the housing. As the quality and
reliability of a laser system is a crucial fact, Laserworld
manufactures all systems in Switzerland, and has the
electronics made in Germany. The compact housing
(18.6 x 16.5 x 12.5cm) and lightweight (2.5kg) fixture,
with a high power of 1.8W/3W/6W, proves to be very
versatile. One can just carry several Pure Micro units in a
hand luggage.
For more information, please log on to www.laserworld.
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Picture Credits: Laserworld (Asia) Co., Ltd.
The Laserworld Pure Micro series.
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